GENERAL INFORMATION

The LED Signal Stick alerts traffic in the direction they need to follow. The Signal Stick comes complete with controller (Model No. 11.1007). The controller has an ON/OFF Switch, Rotary Switch and Speed Control Dial. **NOTE:** Shielded wire must be grounded at the Controller. The LED Signal Stick has twelve flash patterns from which to choose:

1. Random Flash - (Patterns 2-7)
2. Quad Flash 2-2
3. Quad Flash 3-3
4. Double Flash 2-2
5. Double Flash 3-3
6. Center then Outer
7. Alt 3-3
8. Center Out
9. Right * w/Double Flash
10. Right
11. Left * w/Double Flash
12. Left

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Use the L - brackets (included) to mount the light. Slide the hex bolts provided into the t-slot as shown in the Figure A below. The light can be mounted using the bottom or rear t-slots. Always mount with the bottom t-slot down, this is to to allow any moisture that enters the light housing to drain properly.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

Black wire to Ground, Red wire to Positive +12V. Yellow wire activates the signal stick in a Random Flash Pattern when +12v is applied. When operating signal stick with controller, All Signal Stick functions will override the Random Flash.